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ABSTRACT.
A parametric LTR-solution
incorporating
will

be

filtering

presented

for

discrete-time

observers which

for both minimum

of the compensator gains (K or I) followed by a recovery
of the other gain.

compensators

In order to formulate the loop-shape robustnesa constraints
the uncertainties (disturbance, noise and modelling errors) ere

achive exact recovery

and non-minimum-phase sy-

reflected to the plant input 161. The target loop transfer function is then the full-state loop transfer K4B and the full loop

atemS.
First the recovery error, which define the difference between the target loop transfer and the full loop transfer function, is manipulated into a general form consisting of the target loop
Based on

deaign

transfer

is

HG L2.31.

Let EI(z)

define the recovery

error aa

16.91:

transfer matrix and the fundamental recovery matrix.
the recovery matrix a parametric LTR-solution will be

E ~ l z )

=

KOlz)B

-

-

Hiz)C(z)

(31

In order to have exact recovery it is required that EI(z)
0 for all z. Now let eq. (3) be rewritten in an equvialent form:

developed. At last it will be shown that the LQC/LTR solution is
included in this new parametric solution as a special case.

1 INTBODUCTION.
The LQC/LTR feedback design methodology for robust modelbased compensation for both continuous-time and discrete-time
systems has received much attention in the recent years. s e e
f .ex. [l-101.
For continuous-time minimum-phase systems the asymptotic
recovery techniques works very effective. Unfortunately a similar asymptotic recovery technique is not feasible in discrttetime. When the LQC/LTR-solution is applied to the discrete-time
case. the recovery error will in general remains finite when a
prediction observer is used. 161. However. it is still possible
to make LTR, but other methods muat be applied. Based on the
equation for the recovery error, a parametric exact LTR-solution
has been developed in [SI for minimum-phase as well as non-mini-

where n ~ ( z )is the recovery matrix defined by:
=

MI(z)

Kf(A

-

FC)(Iz

-

A

+ FC)-lB

(51

where K = K ~ A .
Proof of eq. ( 4 ) is given in the appendix.
Eq. ( 4 ) for the recovery error is equvialent to the equation defined in C6.91 when a prediction observer is used instead. The
only difference is the equation for the recovery matrix.
It is simple to see by using the form of Ex(+) in eq. ( 4 1
that:
EI(Z)

=

0

iff

=

MI(Z)

(6)

0

mum phase systems.

The recovery matrix U1 will only be used for making exact
recovery in this paper, but U1 have also other attractive pro-

If the processing time of computing the control signal is
negligible in comparison to the sampling interval, a filtering

perties.
I101 :

observer can be uned in the cornpensstor instead of a predition
observer. It is then possible to achieve exact recovery in this

( 3 ) and ( 4 1 it

By using eq.

SI(Z)

=

STPL(Z)(I

case by using the LQG/LTR-solution
when the system is minimum
phase and ha$ maximal number of zeros (71. However. when these
conditions isn't satisfied the LQC/LTR-solution will result in s

details, please see IlOJ.

finite recovery error, but it will still be possible

3 R1K PARNIBTRIC LTR-SOLUTION.
NOW let the equation for the

to make e-

xact recovery by applying the principple from the parametric LTR
result in 191 to this case. It will then be possible to make exact recovery for both non-minimum-phase systems as well
systems with less than the maximal number of zeros.

SI and STFL are the input

derive

full

that

(7)

sensitivity functions for

the

loop transfer function. Cor more

recovery matrix, eq.

( 5 ) . be

rewritten in the residual form, 161:

as for

2 IBCOVURT EQIJATIOW.
In the following square discrete-time systems S(A,B.C)
considered. The plant transfer matrix C ( z ) is given by:

to

MI(%?))

+

where

full lonp and the target

is easy

MI(z)

-

KfV wT(1z

-

VAWT)-~B

are

....

...,

...,

where v = [vi.
v,].
W = Iwl,
w n J . A = diag(T1.
Tn). vi
and wiT are right and left eigenvectors aasociated with the Ci-

(1)

genvalue r i of A-CC. VWT = WTV = I
It is then easy to show that:
It will be assumed that the model is minimal and let the
number of transmission zeros be p. The plant is controlled by

MI(z)

using a feedback compensator

Kfvi = 0 or T i = 0 or wiTB = 0, i = 1.

consisting of a filtering observer

in aerie with a state-feedback controller.
The compensator transfer matrix H ( z )

can

if A

be rewritten as

-

=

0

iff

H(Z)

-

ZK(1z

-

(I

-

CfC)(A

-

-

where P is the full-order observer gain. ~f is the filtering observer gain ( the relation between P and Cf is: I
APf, 171)
and K is the full-state feedback gain.
Now let the two step LTR-design method [1.1,3.6,71
be used
tor the design of H ( z ) which conmint of a target deaign of one
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assignment

it

is known that the left

eigenvector wiT with the eigenvalue ri of A-CC are given by
1111 :

(2)

BK))-lFf

(9)

PC is non-defective.

From eigenstructure

I71 :

...,n

[viT

ziTJ

['"-,"1

=

0, i = l....,n

(10)
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F

The last condition in eq. (9) implies that:

AB(CBI-1

=

(19)

which is also the LQG/LTR solution I71 , which show that the
LQG/LTR solution is included as a special case.
If the LTR-results
from sec. 3 are used o n a non-minimum
phase system G ( z ) , the resulting controller will be unstable. It
is. however, still possible to achieve exact recovery for nonMaximally p eigenvectors

wioT

can satisfy this condition,

if rio is selected as a transmission zero of S(A,B.C).

1141. Let

these p eigenvalues/vectors be selected from eq. (11) so the P
conditions in eq. (9) are satisfied.
The second condition in ea. ( 9 ) .

Ti

=

0.

can

be satisfied

by placing maximally m eigenvalues ri at the origin.

-

=

wiT

0:

ziTCA-1,

The choice

1

-

order to facilitate exact

vectors constrained by eq.
(11)
quence is, of cause, a reduction
Therefore such a

is

selection

a subset

recovery,

j of the eigen-

need to be chosen. The congeof the free parameters in K.
only advisible for

non-minimum

phase system if only the system’s j minimum phase zeros are used

KO(2)B
p+l....,ptm

(201

HIz)G(Z)

(12)
The non-minimum phase Zeros of

of ziT depends on the type of the

system which

ia treaded: A square uniform rank system or a square non-uniform

on the right hand side. Hence

are not cancelled Out

G(r)

HG and

KOB

are both non-minimum

phase. This result is i n agreement with the result in 1151.

rank system.

The selecting af F is only constrained by eq. (15) and sta-

The non-uniform rank case.
The square non-uniform rank case is defined as:
CAiB = 0, i = 1.

...,a-2

CAa-lB # 0, det[CAa-lB1

bility can always be
tion

= 0

(131

The m eigenvectorea wiOT corresponding to the m zero eigenvalues are given by, I131 :

=

wiOT

phase systems. In

note that in the selecting of F, only

in eq. (11). By doing this the following equation will be satisfied by a stable compensator:

Again from eigenstructure assignment 1111 it is easily
found that with r i

minimum

i = ptl,. ..,ptm

ei-pTECA-l,

(141

achived tor the observer. The parametrila-

of the state-feedback matrix

loop eigenvalues

cannot

K imply that

be assigned

all the closed

freely, and

no stability

guarantees are available.
If a prediction observer is used. it is simple to develop
dual result for the plant output loop breaking point t6.91.
which be due to the duality between the prediction observer

and

the appropriate coef-

the state-feedback scheme. However. in spite of the missing dua-

ficients of the linear combination of the rows of CA-1, see Shaked 1131 for calculating E.
Again F can be parametrized by:

lity when a filtering observer is used, it is still possible to
develop dual result for the plant output loop breaking point.

where E is a m x m non-singular matrix of

This can easily be shown by applying the observer gain F as the
target design instead of K. The recovery error defined at the
Plant output loop breaking point is then given by:

Eq.
L

J

L

J

=

EO(Z)

(15)
eq.

(21)

CO(zl)F

can

-

G(z)H(z)

(211

also be rewritten into

a form equvialent to

(4).
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If P < n-m the remaining n-p-m conditions in eq. 191 must
be satisfied by selecting Kf suitable. The first condition in

[91

H.H.

eq. (9) implies:

1101

The uniform rank svateEm,
The square uniform rank case is defined as, see [13]:
CAi8 = 0 . i = 1,

...,a - 2 .

det1CAa-181 d 0

(16)

The solution for the uniform rank case is given by eq. (151
with E = I.

,.... vnl

Kf[vi

=

[ O 01

=

K

with dim

r

-

=

0

A

-

OTA

(18)

(ptm) x m.

r
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the left eigenvectors wiOT

(11) and in eq. (14) and is thus a matrix of

A simple parametrization
of the controller matrices which
achieves exact recovery are found. An equvialent LTR result can
be found in [SI when a prediction or a minimal-order
observer
are used.
4 DISCUSSION.

In this section a few important consequencea of exact LTR
are discussed.
If the rank[cB] = m. i.e. S(A.8.C) have maximal number of
zeros, and S(A,B,CI is minimum-phase, the n recovery conditions
in eq. (9) can be satisfy by the selection of 1, and K will be
free to select. A more sinplc equation for F than eq. (151 is
given by:
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